What I-732 will do:

- Fight Climate Change; meeting our moral obligation to protect future generations
- Incentivize clean energy
- Reduce air pollution
- Raise enough funds to cut the sales tax for everyone in WA

Vote YES on Initiative 732 this November!
How does I-732 work:

Charges a carbon tax to polluters of $25 per ton of carbon - This puts a price on polluting.

1% drop in the sales tax, saving the avg family $200 per year

Funds a working families tax rebate: granting 400,000 low income families up to $1500 annually in tax rebates.

Eliminates the B&O tax on manufacturing keeping good jobs in WA.

Who is behind I-732:

I-732 was created by a grassroots group of citizens, not politicians, or special interests. We raise our funds locally through small donations and rely heavily on volunteers.

If you want to support our effort, donate, or learn more, go to YESON732.org

We can fight Climate Change, expand clean energy, and do so without raising taxes.

VOTE YES ON I-732 IN NOVEMBER!
Contact: Kyle@carbonwa.org